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GEORGE 
E. Watson 
of the Senate 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Senator Watson 
Thank you ion 
Human at 
and Communities 11 • 
Department of Health 
requested test 
's role 
to address the Senate Health and 
hearing on "AIDS in the Black 
I, or a representative of 
, 1 be the hearing to provide 
testimony 1 include the 
AIDS programs and address 
of November 5, 1987. 
the December 14, 1987 hearing is 
to discuss any comments or 
this testimony prior to 
to this opportunity to share the Department's 
plans regarding vital public health concern 
Health and Human Services Committee. 
Sincerely, 
W Kizer, MD., M.P.H. 
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE 
"AIDS IN THE BLACK AND HISPANIC COMMUNITIES" 
Madame Cha , Members of the Committee, Ladies and 
Gentlemen. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to 
appear before you today to share the progress and plans of the 
Department regard to minor AIDS programs and services. I 
would like to begin with a brief overview of the Office of AIDS. 
The Office of AIDS was created in 1985 to provide information and 
education, epidemiologic investigation and surveillance, research 
and treatment to address health problems related to AIDS. 
The Office of AIDS also pl a major role in coordinating state 
funded AIDS activities. The Office of AIDS monitors the incidence 
of AIDS cases and conducts seroprevalence studies on Human 
coll 
the 
f Virus (HIV infection in California. Based upon 
the Office 
the minor 
AIDS is particularly concerned with 
communities. 
Present Status of AIDS in the Black and Hispanic Communities: 
As of 1985, California's ation was 21 percent Hispanic, 8 
Black, and 8 percent As or otherl. According to the 
latest AIDS statistical report for California dated october 31, 
1987, were 10,412 AIDS cases, of which 11 percent 
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are 
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ack2. Nationally, Blacks 
percent of the l adult 
14 , of 
AIDS cases3. 
Per s 1 to 
on AIDS cases 
Nat 
race and for California and the 
* 
* 
* 
Homosexuality and 
Wh DS cases 
of ll AIDS 
cases are the 
sexual 
i 
account for 87 percent of 
In comparison, 69 percent 
78 percent of all Hispanic AIDS 
sexual category4. 
accounts for one percent of all White 
AI in Cal forn In comparison, nine percent of 
all Bl AIDS cases and s percent of all Hispanic AIDS 
to intravenous drug The 
AIDS cases 
stat st 
Bl DS cases are 1 
ly. 
35 percent of Hispanic and 
to intravenous drug 
California, 
reported, of 
Bl 2 
47 
are 
have 53 pediatric AIDS cases 
are White, 19 percent are 
ics2. Nationally, minority 
-2 
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children compose 77 percent of the 641 pediatric AIDS cases3 . 
The overwhelming maj (73 percent) of children with 
congenital AIDS have disease because of parental 
1 related to IV drug abuse or 
sexual contact IV drug abusers5. 
Minority Treatment and Counseling: 
The Off 
counsel 
of AIDS 
ects 
funds seven minority treatment and 
ifically to provide services to 
AIDS Seven minority counseling projects are 
currently being funded for a total of $700,000. Of the seven 
projects, f 
organizat 
are housed minority community based 
Bay Area Black Consortium, Oakland; 
Community Mental Health Clinic, San Francisco; 
Famil de la Raza, San Francisco; 
AIDS Project, Los Angeles; and 
El Centro Human Corporation, Los Angeles. 
The other minority ects are operated through St. Mary 
Center in Long Beach and iting Nurse's Association of 
San 
-3-
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next 
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he a 
ect 
s to assess and 
DS 
the 
that 
Although a final report 
indicate that the common 
and 
ing 
un 
ate 
DS remains to devel educational 
, and appropriate, without 
lent 
to be developed 
Off DS. 
s the 
are needed. 
State AIDS Clearinghouse, will 
will be to collect and assess 
ing those targeted at ethnic 
assessment, the clearinghouse will be 
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able to 
devel 
6-
i and determine unmet needs for new material 
and distribut The Office of AIDS will be committed 
e to needed materials. 
In the absence of a vaccine cure, the control of the epidemic 
will be accomplished through education and behavioral change. 
Therefore would otherwise unethical for AIDS educational 
s programs not to include messages about specific 
behav risk of Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
(HIV) infection, which are ifically encouraging the use of 
condoms, monogamous relationships, and discouraging the 
use of ill drugs and of hypodermic needles. It will 
be with rect behavioral messages that the further spread of 
HIV 
The Ca i 
11 be 
AIDS 
risk 
and activities 
Force 
guidelines provided for 
California AIDS Advisory 
guidelines which are promoted in 
through the state funded AIDS 
ects. A copy of the risk reduction 
information. (Attachment 4) In 
act 
, the guidelines 
to use condoms, 
all people who are sexually 
they are absolutely certain that 
neither hejshe nor their sexual partner have been exposed to the 
AIDS virus; intravenous (IV) drug users not to use IV 
-5-
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infect 
; and 
and 
women are HIV 
a vested ing pos ive and 
11 
to 
to 
the East 
of the as 
forn at a def 
curtai 
a 
of the epidemic. 
of AIDS HIV 
clear California in the 
affects minority communities. 
advantage with this opportunity 
the path of this publ health 
ing AIDS educat programs and 
for communities. At 
$6,800,00 local 
and 
the of AIDS 
11 most 1 ly occur in cases 
users and the sexual partners of IV 
users ions, future Education and 
Prevent programs l their focus and direction toward: 
-6-
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IV Drug Users, including programs at rehabilitation and other 
substance abuse facil , street outreach programs, staff 
igned for ethnic minorities and 
and the sexual partners of IV drug 
tra ial 
women are 
users; 
Heterosexuals at Risk, including programs targeted at social 
serv and health facilities, including perinatal and family 
anning clinics, WIC programs, etc; and 
H sk youth, including programs targeted at juvenile 
detention centers, continuation schools, street outreach, 
teen programs and other out-of-school programs. 
It is 
community 
battle. 
recognized that the active participation of minority 
and organizations is essential in winning this 
efforts towards soliciting greater involvement of 
the 
A 
The 
community the following activities: 
Minority Conference is to be held in Spring 1988. 
con 11 provide a forum from which 
minority community leaders and others can identify specific 
needs and develop recommendations for future minority AIDS 
education programs and other services. 
-7-
funds 
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And , a 
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Centers Disease Control 
lopment center will be 
Year 1988- 989. This 11 
AIDS 1 as well as serve as the 
AIDS ies. 
35 percent 
Educat 
the $3.5 to $4 million 
and Prevention 
1988-1989 is allocated for 
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1. ifornia Population Research Unit Report, February 1986. 
2. State of California AIDS Definitive and Presumptive AIDS Cases 
Surveillance Report, October 31, 1987. (Attachment 1) 
3. AIDS Weekly Surveillance Report, United States AIDS Program, 
Center Infectious , Centers for Disease Control, 
November 9, 1987. (Attachment 2) 
4. Table 1: Number of AIDS cases Reported to AIDS Reporting 
System by September 29, 1987 by Race and Risk Category. 
(Attachment 3) 
5. u.s. Department of Health and Human Services, Report on the 
surgeon General's Workshop on Children with HIV Infection and 
their Families, 1987. 
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OF LOS ANGELES • DEP.~RTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 
313 NORTH FIGUEROA STREET e LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90012 • (213) 974- 7 5 68 
21, 1987 
Jane Ui 
Senate Committee on Health and 
Human Services 
State 
Room 2191 
Sacramento Ca fornia 95814 
Dear Ms 
Per your , I am you eight transcript copies of the 
testimony livered to Senate Committee on Health and Human 
on Monday, December 14 in Los Angeles. 
If any questions or require further information, please 
1 me at (213) 974-7568. 
yours, 
Evans, Jr., D.D S., M.P.H. 
Services 
Health Programs and Services 
CAE: 
Senate 
Human 
4, 987 
A Evans, Jr. 
Ass stant Hea 
and 
"AIDS IN THE BLACK AND HISPANIC COMMUNITIES" 
I am p to 
cases 
AIDS cases Los 
4 are 
major ( 7 % 
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most 
sease. 
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area terms 
faces a mass 
987, there were 3,8 9 i 
Of , 2,420 
1 
or 58 ) are 
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, and the local gay community has, 
and compassionate to 
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B Hispanic communities, however, have not yet 
ful come to grips epidemic. 
It on I 11 focus my remarks to you this 
I i 1 that local minority 
communities may be at a higher risk for contracting AIDS than 
the heterosexual population. This may be happening for 
several reasons. 
One reason is the 
constituting the 
sproportionate share of minorities 
1 IV drug using population. 3% (or 109) 
cases 
sexual 
(or 3 
AIDS Los County are among strictly 
IVDUs, and 11% of the total cases, regardless of 
, report having used IV drugs. Of the 109 
1 IVDUs, 39% (or 43) of the cases are Black, 32% 
the cases are Hispanic, and 28% (or 30) of the 
cases caucas 
t es 
seropos 
85%. 
at 50% of the AIDS cases in New 
IV drug using population, and that the 
rate among these IV drug users is as high as 
n si 
8 0 
rate. 
s 
West Coast 
rate HIV 
wave 
I s 
f 
are 21 
are to 
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core IV us 
s over a 5% 
76 
Human 
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East Coast 
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sease local 
11 be many more minor 
1 IV drug users are 
HIV 
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2 are transfusion re 
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are 00% ity. 
to 
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and 
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among consent 
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no longer talking about a disease spread 
, but also among minority women 
reason I a number of persons in this 
f lieve that Blacks and Hispanics are more at risk for 
AIDS i 1 that both cultures place on 
homosexuality and bisexuality. 
HIV transmission and AIDS become even more dangerous whenever 
The 
to 
is not 
fficulty sing AIDS openly in minority 
has meant that many persons have been exposed to 
s inevitably fatal disease as a result of lack of 
s 
ion or embarrassment over discussing its modes of 
s 
c an 
sector to 
matter for both the public and the 
even more intensively than we have 
At s point I would like to summarize briefly the AIDS 
activities conducted by the Los 
s Health Services and currently 
taking place in minority communities. 
2 
f Black 
1 AIDS 
s 
s 
We se to prevent 
z 
11 soon an AIDS 
i 
We There is a growing 
also providing 
are 11 too 
I i success our 
we to measure the 1 
a 
However, as 
i or ri 
sex will not have been strong 
or our correct 
Whi 
1 
context 
Each 
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basic message needs to be the same to all ethnic and 
groups, we are 
us learns 
error if we send the same word out to 
modifications for its cultural 
our own experiential frame of 
subculture. 
our iences any one area--especially in an area as 
personal as sexuality or drug use--strongly dictate how we 
information and what sort of information 
we re lling to 
One's educational 1 also clearly a factor. Regardless 
of ethnic makeup of the audience, presentations and 
rec 
s may 
need to be easily understandable by the 
mean presenting information in a pictorial 
le written or didactic material, if it can be 
easier audience that way. 
To 
are s 
s to the 
s 
, at 
meet f 
group 
on AIDS be s 
t 
new eyes 
out 
as 
least develop 
mes 
to 
venues. 
more 
modi 
we 
re-
most 
to get the 
to 
feet manner. 
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out to the entire population, and to 
we reach the widest group in the 
s 
are 
of AIDS information. 
focal points 
But, are 
and and would 
such as supermarkets, 
restaurants, 
stores, 
message given 
mes 
A message 1 
store or a 
is 
able to in frank 
of places where people congregate 
lable to hear or read a message, 
1 physicians' and dentists' offices, 
theaters, video rental stores, 
stores, and malls. 
these sites is the location where 
the impact of the location upon the 
a church would obviously need to 
one delivered through a 
planning inic. 
information in an accessible, 
't turn off the audience and is 
standard. We need, however, to be 
direct terms. 
AIDS 
s. 
state 
s 
is 
it 
re 
f 
announcements or 
ssues. 
if the mes 
to 
to 
are 
more 
were 
users, or 
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an , there been recent legislative efforts to 
policy on AIDS education for 
our 1 
state 1, department 
at 1 1--a good State/ 
In c I to add one final comment. I believe 
is utmost importance that if and when the State 
contracts ly with community agencies, that 
1 health departments/jurisdictions 
so can ication of forts and better 
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to address your Committee. 
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. D. , a physician 1n 
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10, members, 
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. There 
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will continue to increase. 
AIDS by 
the virus to 
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a result, half of the women with 
nearly 90 percent of 
AIDS virus are black or 
that the relationship between 
and the subsequent impact on 
. Recently, the New York City 
Health Department, after careful review, revised their AIDS 
City, AIDS 
old 
users or 
men. 
a large number of AIDS deaths among IV 
excluded. Authorities now 
epidemic, 53 percent of 
deaths were connected to drug use. In New York 
leading cause of death for men 25 to 44 years 
users 
old. In New York City, more 
contracted AIDS are IV drug 
IV drug users. And, 86 percent of 
that city are black or Hispanic 
cases AIDS reported in 
began, despite the fact 
been spared the impact 
the East Coast. More than 
occurred in homosexual and 
in IV drug users. 
of cases reported in L. A. County are 
Hispanics although Hispanic people are one-third of the county's 
population. The picture 
as one 
local blacks is worse but still not as 
"-'A"'"'"'"" people, who are about 12 
L . County, are 14 percent of those 
a 
are 
State 
cases 
babies 
L. 
seems more 
there 
cities 
once 
on 
more mature. In 
.. save"' a 
women 
more 
We must 
30-
nn?·r.-.,rc. of AIDS. lt is an 
on quickly. 
""""t"'"'""'''"" drug treatment facilities, 
methadone maintenance clinics and 
groups as Narcotics Anonymous. We 
every who suffers from the illness of drug 
make that treatment available. 
Medi-Cal covers only methadone treatment 
minority addicts avoid because people in their 
still consider them to be "junkies. '" The approach 
should also 
is modeled on Alcoholics 
covered by Medi-Cal. A new drug, 
or LAAM, shows promise as being 
and should be approved for 
immediately. 
an exceedingly difficult sickness to 
we should recognize that treatment for many addicts 
we must try as hard as we can to 
getting infected with AIDS 
others. 
AIDS indicates that convincing 
g'!;.:'a.u.~"'"' behavior to stop the transmission of 
easy. we have made substantial 
white men are now aware of AIDS and how 
. To a lesser extent, homosexual and 
bisexual ..,A,..,....... and Hispanic men are learning to change their 
not want to die from AIDS 
men. Outreach programs operating 
1 
on 
medical treatment 
can 
we 
are 
to 
has 
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Testimony/Page Six 
the Narcotics Division told the LACMA Committee on 
that "..,A,_.,,.,,... 
main source of 
.a..n.~~""""' tar 
illegal 
Mexico has recently become 
for heroin addicts in Los Angeles. Most 
smuggled into California in small 
hoping to finance their entry into 
According to the police, everyone associated with the 
a addict. We may shortly have a 
whole new population of IV drug addicts, most of them poor 
Hispanics, and all of them potential victims of AIDS. 
We must continue to direct substantial resources to AIDS 
and bisexual men of all races. But 
the consequences of failing to effectively deal with the threat of 
drug-related AIDS the minority communities of Los Angeles can 
seen the grim picture from New York City. 
We must not let it happen here. 
D ce er 11, 98 
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Far e 
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Advisor 
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Leon Alexander 
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ately 
to pri rities for AID edu ion 
e residents of the 8th District. 
to c nduct thi mmuni y 
questions will be our sole 
this survey idea was a so 
of Leslie Winner a A sociates. 
act you fo approv to 
sample ques ions, 
r view. 
ace ssib 
ous 
ty 
n wor ng with ff dolph, 
m of Science and Industry to develop 
idea was pilot tes d during 
t time we exhibited ed cational 
own o continuous loop on the video 
vis ting the exhibit. The response 
forward to seeing an exhibit of this 
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Dr. Thomas Kilgore. Jr. 
Senior Advisor 
mmunity 
Consortium 3l09 1A South Western Avenue, Suite 'B' Los Angeles, CA 90018 • (213) 731-9227 BOARD OF DIRECTORS Atwood Grandberry 
LEVI KINGSTON 
Executive Director 
Leon Alexander 
May Dennis 
Fred Williams 
Barbara Stanton 
assisting with obtaining input 
representatives. 
, I am planning to testify at the scheduled December 14, 1987 
Senate Health and Human Services Committee interim hearing on "AIDS in the 
Black and Hispanic Community" chaired by Senator Diane E. Watson. 
to with you ~oon to discuss our proposed AIDS 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
7. 
cc Councilwoman Ruth Galanter 
Thomas Bradley 
Senator Diane Watson 
Senator Bill Greene 
Theresa 
Jr. 
Hahn 
Sincerely, 
:1-4<. Qk~in!~~~~~ve 
Community Conportium 
Director 
INTRODUCTION 
recommended, 
Coalition to 
the Black and 
Coalition 
Coalition 
Director of a state 
Project entitled the Parent 
This ect is affiliated 
health 
teen 
these recommendations, a 
s Health Care 
Goodloe-Duar who is also the 
a 
to 
of Planning Information and Education 
Adolescent Communications (PAC) Project. 
the JWCH Institute Inc. Claude Hudson 
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2 Levi 
in Community" 
Senate Health and Human Services Committee Hearing 
December , 1987 
As a to Conference, we organized a Community 
AIDS event in conjunction with the 
October by the City and County AIDS 
Education we a member. see Attachment 
Due to poor weather conditions, the CARE Rally was cancelled. 
The Health Task recommeded that we pursue another course 
of action the feasibility of conducting a 
Needs Assessment Survey with the 
assistance Councilman Robert Farrell of the 8th District. 
In summary, we recommend the following: 
1) Minority AIDS Education/Prevention Programs currently 
education and information on AIDS are limited 
in terms of outreach capability to impact a change in 
high risk behaviors in the Black and Hispanic community. 
Therefore, there is a need for the Senate Health and Human 
Services Committee to sponsor regional meetings/conferences 
involving these within Northern and Southern 
California areas. 
Focal for community AIDS counseling, information and 
testing should include prisons in_ the listing· of-· formal: 
institutions. 
Educational materials, both audiovisual and print, be developed 
in a sensitve manner for dissemination to Black and 
Hispanic populations. All materials should be pretested prior 
to final and distribution. 
CHARlES A. 
POSTGRADUATE MEDIC:ALSCi'IOC>l KINGIDAEW MEDICAL CENTER 
Research 
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Medical Center on 
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The Center 
llion residents, 45% of are 
, and the remainder are other 
Report, 1984). Our institution is, 
to conduct basic and applied research in 
towards the improvement of the 
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tion 2 
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Black and Hispanic 
a at higher risk for AIDS? 
s 
stressful exper conducive 
maladjustments. This coupled with 
def iences, a highly 
, and inadequate prevention 
to negatively impact Black and 
health. Parenteral substance 
uYensL~, sexually transmitted diseases are 
, inadequate sexual preferences 
bisexual/homosexual contacts, and in 
iciency virus (HIV) 
ted these and other 
California further 
of the community. 
education, prevention, and 
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A consumer program of education and community 
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to the 
with the support of local 
and political leaders. King/Drew 
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Date: 91=:?cember 1987 
ator Diane Watson and ot er distinguished members of this 
c 
My name is Dr. Patricia Evans, 
Director of the AIDS Office fo 
Public Health and Branch Chief 
St~ct ion. 
and I am the Associate Medical 
the San rancisco Department of 
of the Prevention/Education 
I applaud this opportunity to testify regarding AIDS in 
m1nority communities <Black and Hispanic). However, I would 
e to express my disappointment over the apparent oversight 
of not addressing issues p rtinent to other silent minority 
communi+_ies, in par·ticula t e Asian and Nati\ie Amer·i.can 
communities. Since these groups are usually lumped together 
und1:2r tr:e Ot_her" c:ategor f r AID~3 statistics, nationally and 
s+_ate•t-Jide, it is understand le ti::J overlook them. 
t::1s Black 
communiti 
which is 
There are 
needs of 
female, I do not profess to speak for all minority 
nor can I spea for the entire Black community 
erogeneous as are other minority communities. 
her speakers who, am sure can better address the 
heir respective communities. 
I ld ke to provide some background information on ethnic 
minori y statistics for San Francisco. Since 1981, when only 4 
minorities were represented in the statistics <2 Blacks and 2 
Lat nos), t ere has been a 56 fold increase in minority AIDS 
cases with representation also from the Asian and Native 
American communities. Inte estingly for Asians, the total 
number of AIDS cases is 72. 0 these cases 32 (44.4%) are 
Fi ipi 17 <23 6%) Japanese 15 (20.80%) Chinese and the 
are represen ed the Vietnamese, 
Polynesian/Hawaiian and other Asian communities. No Native 
American~were noted until mid 1987, when information from the 
Native American community indicated that 2 of there members 
wer2 known to have died in 1986. (See attached statistics). 
This number has now increased to three. 
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1985 1986 1987 
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9. 
14 1. 7 3.0 
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Rate 
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1. 6 
definitive 'Sl 1.4 
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yrs.; definitive 2 0.0 
3979 9&.8 
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It is ra her di fi ult for community representat ves an 
serv ce providers ntel1 igently about the needs o 
minorities beca se s difficult for us to see the big pic-
ture s ewide. W now what the State p a an 
what its priorities r nd how it plans to allocate f nd to 
ose priorities We on 1 t know who has done or is doing 
what. We usually just sit and wait for RFPs to fall from 
heaven. and we respond to the ones that seem to fit our capa-
bilities. 
Perhap ese q e t ons w 11 be cl ari fi ed at the Statewide 
AIDS and Minorities Conference being scheduled for the Spring 
of 1988. Perhaps a1 , this conference can be an opportunity 
for mino ities to network and organize along professional 
lines and ethnic lines. A stronger constituency will help 
makE the State pro9ram a stronoer and better proqram. 
r1 re onding to t e needs of the gay communi , the State 
found or.Jparitive y h m geneous community s compared tr 
t e i s a ate me m be s of the 11 M i nor i ty Communi ty" Each 
r up ha ifferent levels f involvement in the disease, an 
cfi fe ent cult ral norms and comJTJunicationpatterns, al 
requiring different st ateg c and tactical responses. 
At t e top f the list however, are minority Persons With 
AIDS/ARC (PWA). In erhaps the twilight of their lives PWAs 
deserve compassion and dignity. They deserve to live out 
-2-
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u ng that is culturally familiar 
prov ded by their I< i n , their 
who genui ely care. 
comple 1y at home n hospices 
serve primarily Whi ay males. 
stre s and source of aliena-
a e ent, nursing care, day care and 
des ed for hes populations a 1 so. 
forni as made a oncer ed 
a 11 bility of antibody testing to 
c munities. This is fine. How-
not provide education and counsel-
s wh test positive. They may get 
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s 
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ick up their results but that i 
Most often, peop-le are in a state 
rt 0 a positive res u l and don't 
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r vention services. They fall 
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Intravenous drug users (IVOU), who are not in drug treatment 
programs, represent e o whelming majori of all IVDUs. 
They are not being rea hed. They can best be reached by 
traine ex-addicts r he streets, pl gr nd 1 s' 
shoot ng galleries, etc. These programs are probably best 
s n drug treat e programs so that recruit ent and 
referral can be ac mmoda d when appropriate. But this im-
plies that adequate drug treatment services are in place. 
NOT SO! More services a needed, and not just methadone. 
Different people require di ferent rehabilitative techniques. 
Minorities constitute a large segment of inmates in the 
States jails and p iso sterns. Inmates infected with HIV 
d to be monitore e Dept. of Health Services to 
assure that they are af rded basic human rights, compassion, 
education and needed services. Many minority community mer-
bPr Pl t at inmates are imply bein~ isolated like leners. 
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leade can be effective in recruiting entertainment stars 
and sp rts heroes t r i e unds and conduct public education 
and pe suasion. 
me m nority st av e n recruited to rais for 
hit gay ~roups a d ha en't raised a d me for minority 
gr 
star 
This is not to ondemn these efforts. bu charity 
at home and then spr ads abroad. 
The S ate spenrts a si !JI'li fi cant amount of money on AIDS 
rese rch, but not much f it goes to minority researchers, or 
researchers doing rk n minority issues. Dr. Amanda 
Hous n Hamilton and the minority owned Polaris Research and 
Devel ment Corp a identa11y discovered through a computer 
r tha he averag o t-diagnosis life span for all PWAs in 
California was app ox rnately 18 months. However, when they 
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In my d scu sian today I will be focusing on three main points: 
t to a successful education campaign targeted to the 
nor communi cooperative relationships between 
between AIDs servicing agencies, and 
is process; and, fina ly 
of media, 
s tors can as is 
a h to funding a media campaign on AIDs. I will 
recent experience with KCOP's ber/ 
AIDs on Month campaign. I do so in the hope that this campaign 
11 used as a model for information going into the Black and 
His communi es. 
me begin my presenta on the key element to successfully 
uca ti these communi es on AIDs: Identification. In order for 
ps to identify a message, effective representation 
is essen a1. th forethought this does not have to be done at the 
one gro over another. 
worki in colla on th KNX Newsradio, orchestrated the 
t ia campaign for October/AIDs Education Month here in the 
Ca 1 i ia area. mary goal producing the bl c 
servi announcements was to a broad base audience th 
mes ed on a format that featured Rabbi Allen Freehli 
Chair of the County ssion on AIDs. on screen with the Rev. Carl 
of Minority AIDs Proj 
AIDs is a disease that has the tential for separating people and groups. 
th is simple presentation, we were effectively uniting the white and 
ty communi on this issue. Further, by choosing men of the cloth, 
we were s udice issues that s ti 11 surround AIDs. 
t s r.omnPl no to sPP re i ai ous 1 eaders talkina about AI The soots 
a role church plays in the 
es travel 
on can now fou in 
ters for Disease Control. 
e all across the country givi 
res to AI 
s is also cruc a1 to its success. 
ve a onships between 
c ies. 
I on 
tations in rna 
0 ng with KNX Newsradio. 
ve with one 
t we share a responsibility to serve the 
s second ism can sometimes override 
-83- 4. 
To kick- the October/AIDs on Month campaign, KCOP hosted a 
s ta 
uncheon 
I should int-out, 
from the various radio and television 
is included Spanish language sta ons. 
a rule, a good broadcast media campaign will incorporate News, Editorial, 
ic irs, and ice me. At the luncheon we asked that 
our sta on counterparts support campaign using these various forms 
prog ng. The res e was favorable. Presented with a specific 
, one of Los Angeles' nish-language television stations 
on the spot to Spanish PSAs for the campai 
the strongest public service campaigns I have seen have united 
te ision sta ons i lar way. A recent water conservation 
i n, tu ng evision weather personalities, is a notable 
example. sesame principles can be applied to presenting the messa 
AI to the nori ty community. 
isla can assis in s process by using their influence to 
dge such unions. An le this would be letter sent out by 
u ty isor Ed Edelman to the General Managers of the te evision 
, a king for thei u of our campaign. The effort worked. 
I was pleased to see KCOP-produced PSAs airing on network affiliate 
stations in excellent me 
As the state begins struc ng its media campaign on AIDs, this committee 
or the Senate Select Committee on AIDs might consider forming a 
0 
i ew 
a 
i 
c 
84-
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ces. burden must 
slators is one 
a ional approach to fundi 
ly t, coun coun h 
a one fundamental reason: 
s king about 
le, I am actuall talking about a 
nt. I ee a county by county 
ision a r time. 
from verside, 
es • whose would I 
I Education Month 
? 
ign 
to be in the media to effectively 
mes on AIDs. Still, the 
Firstly, it included the vital 
Secondly, t trated 
in tive s t. 
of most 
communication. 
experience. 
I res 
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educate is by using existing channels 
1 y ask that the state learn from KCOP's 
Si larly, the state can lend its assistance by creating a mechanism so 
onl t learns to work together, but AI 
s rvicing agencies as well. A iona1 approach to funding is also 
sen al to the education process. 
cours , I'm asking assistance with the understanding that you have 
my to help to accomplish all this. I'd be happy to meet with you 
or ur s to expound on any or all of my points. 
nk you your me; is concludes my presentation. I'm now open 
c 
son, 
to or committee 
itate contacting me here at 
at (213) 661-6752. Thank you 
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE STATE HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE BY "CARA A CARA", 
A LATINO AIDS PROJECT 
December 14, 1987 
Los Angeles, California 
Watson, who 
issues and 
Arturo Olivas, the 
not be 
his behalf. 
Sunset Clinic and 
central Los Angeles. We 
from the State Office of AIDS 
three months later with an 
to attain 
in AIDS. We have created 
and volunteers. This manual was 
variances 
volunteers have sue-
directed at Latinos 
Cara a is 
has raised over $5,000.00 from both 
support the start up efforts of the ect. 
programs for 
indeed results, The committment 
up monies 
of the 
Americans 
Furthermore 
9-
as talent and skills which will enable the 
Your continued financial 
to alleviate the start up cost of 
Aids services to minority communities is needed. 
many are 
ects. Many state 
needless to 
that are will also need start 
loans (bank or due to the 
ects received notice in April, 1987, without 
also without start up money to hire staff. 
hired staff and provided services have had to wait up to 
start 
money 
should be 
and cliental. 
Islanders 
Having to wait ten affects staff 
Add to this mid year in-
of immediately providing services without 
be 
all their allocated monies to start 
process by boards that foster a 
contract year" philosophy. Community based 
therefore damned if they do because of the 
and damned if they don't because are 
and services. 
money. Therefore, based 
AIDS education within their re-
boards need to recognize that 
but that minorities include Latinos, Native 
addition to other culturallY,distinct communities. 
money can not be directed to I.V. drugs or substance 
be earmarked to include other risk behaviors 
have with men who the way compose over 80% of the cases 
still this risk 
address the 
video 
video 
Health 
accessible and 
mere translations 
distribution are 
one 
educational material 
relevant 
over four 
medical 
service 
use your own in 
levels 
the tone 
the S 
that 
a these needs can only be facilitated in-
making. Latinos must be in all 
decision Said should be those that are 
not Latinos with .D. or 
strides in this area and has set 
However we still do not have a Latino representative on 
Commission reiterate, appropriate bodies need to 
not 
• •• and other 
and 
the 
our 
Blacks. communities are five years 
the increase in the number Latinos 
in addition to those being diagnosed 
transmitted diseases • 
to provide service and respond to the need 
to acknowledge that it would not have been 
involvement these issues. 
be made Awards, commendations and 
to show political support but we need money to 
to AIDS in our communities. 
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,Jf Walter R~ed mosc 
Washington, D.C. has 
of an-
constitutional and hand-
questions. it is abo 
number of praaial 
employment iD the 
:r~:rlr~>.<!..l'!ntc one of very few job 
many people of color. 
serves as a means of ac::-
and career develop-
not 
propriate use 
ditioo of federal empto,ymem: or ac.cess 
to public benefit~ wu 
Much of 1987 when the ~ll'lan·mll"nt 
Labor began all 
the Job Corps 
tibodies. Job 
funded job program 
cally disadvantaged persons hetwee~n 
ages of 16 and 21. A 
of Corps 
A 
antibody and who 
foreclosed these op-
who them 
these 
discrimmate oil the 
status where no com-
concern counsels in 
On the contrary, 
upon !he right to 
draw into 
equal protection rights 
state and federal 
epidemic will 
lofi~ u public beakh offi. 
implemeotms pol.icla 
rights for questioaab-
bealth~ 
Networking 
and Notes 
REVISED COC 
AIDS WILL EASE .............. " 
SOME FINANCIAL 
OfCtOO!~a revised AJDS 
which broaden 
includmg 
symptoms that previously did not 
for an A1DS diagnosis. mcluding demen-
tia and emaciatioa. The new aefmnAon 
will be presented at a conference state 
health officials this month. The agency 
expect~ the new dauifieatiou to increa!!.E 
Dumber AIDS eases 
20% mane 
beeu. claMified u having to 
for Geaeral Assistance and AFOC 
prosram.s or for vetera.as benefits because 
the defiWtioll of fidisabilitf' used m these 
prOifam.l is tlaible. 
their impact on the eases penou.s ap 
plying for SocW Security benefits is un-
clear, ~ to Guy 
of AIDS Puc! Bay Area ··-"'"'""''"" 
for lndiW:iual ~ (BA.IJP). 
new d!l!!•lif.alioD ~ (although. SOW! 
~uwJudp 
NEW MIUTARY REGUUTIONS MAN 
DATE HIV TESTING /'BACING 
Extremely disturbiug revisiou.s u 
Departmellt of Defense regulatiou wer 
5 
, ,lnt.unr..:J tn a O<lD \lemur .mJum JJteJ 
\ ~Oth, 
rhe ~"LG 
Wilson 
there are now 
the mandatory tractng of sexual contacts 
persons. the of 
'safe 
disclosing information about homosexual 
contacts or use. Even though the in-
dividual is hypothetically protected from 
disciplinary action from disclosures made 
during HIV there is no as-
o.;ouuuc::,nu<wrv will 
military can still use "independently 
action 
or administrative The Task 
Force is located at 1168 Union St, Suite 
201, San CA 92101. 233-
1701. 
MORE INSURANCE 
Arthur editor of Lesbian/Gay 
a note stating that our 
I requiring· employers 
continued 
at least 18 
The 
these 
However, the 
provisions affecting the rights of 
employees to such coverage are 
codified as am,enclme:nts the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act 
at USC 1161-68, to which 
people should be directed for all the 
details now available prior to issuance of 
6 
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unani· 
.:...!.!~l:::.!.!.>:......:::......!::~Si.l.U~ 55 
claims arc 
ERISA when insurance 
was obtained as a benefit of emplo)ment 
causes of action in state 
has very limited proce-
There is no right to 
are generally 
limited to contract benefits, there being 
no for either compensatory or 
"For people with AIDS, the impact of 
~:.LL..=.!.!.Iir. will be to remove the only real 
that urges insurance companies 
even process) AIDS 
Alice Philipson. a 
(CA) attorney specializing in 
of the BAUF 
threat of significant 
ow:ut11~e u.uu<~K~•::~ in bad faith actions has 
that countered the carriers' well-es-
to stonewall claims, • 
of damages will also 
of legal assistance, 
cases will no longer be 
for lawyers. 
of persons not ob-
employment plans 
can under state law. 
Plan Administrators 
are under Pilot Life. accord· 
ing to Philipson. These include attempt-
ing to remove Plan Administrator for 
breach fiduciary duty when a claim is 
not adequately handled and generally at-
to the relationship be· 
tween the employer/customer and the 
:-.;LG ~EWS 
• As we go to press, the 50th An-
niversary Convention of the 
is about to 
Washington. The 
will contain a 
• The focus of the next 
on intravenous drug use. ,..,,.,.,_..,,, 
who have expertise in this area or 
would like to share their ideas are 
urged to contact us; 
• The New York City Chapter of the 
Guild held April educational 
meeting on AIDS. A 
sentative of the 
Force on addressed 
ciaJ impact AIDS on 
minority communities and the 
need to reach these communities 
with effective educational and ser-
vice programs. A worker 
from the City Health Department 
AIDS Hotline spoke of the 
dangers of focusing on testing as 
a solution to the public health 
crisis rather on effective 
education to reduce risk be-
ha!Aor. Mitchell Karp, Guild mem-
ber and attorney with the NYC 
Hu'!'an Rights Commission, AIDS 
Umt, spoke on how 
threatens everyone's 
ties. The meeting was r>Tri'D!!'U?KVO 
by the chapter's wnrn,c.,.., 
tee and was 
people. 
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADER-
SHIP CONFERENCE TO HOLD AIDS 
CONFERENCE 
The Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference will second 
Conference on AIDS in the Black Com· 
muruty" at Howard w 
Washington, 011 
sored by the SCLC Women's 
the conference will address the 
the 
-98-
The groups should be con-
other in· tacted for further information regarding 
The issues of AlDS in ethnic minority com-
RESOURCES 
People 
Discriminatory Impact' is a 20 
page report issued by the AJDS 
Discrimination Unit of the New 
York City Commission on Human 
Rights. (212) 566-1826. 
in 
the subject of the 
bidity and Mortality Weekly Report 
dated October 24, 1986 (vol. 35, 
no. We will send a copy to 
readers who supply a self-ad@ 
dressed envelope and one dolltU 
for handling. 
• Urwshl Vaid 
Prison 
the ACLU National 
developed a 
o;o.tu:xJnu":Jnv of resource 19 
among 
available for $2. 
Washington, DC 
0390 
Network, (202) 347-
Minority AJDS 
737-5276 
Hunter's Point Founda-
AJDS Legal Assis-
Henri No"is or 
Plummer (415) 822-7500 
• Minority AJDS Project Los An-
geles (2 936-4949 
• Third World AJDS Advisory Task 
Hank Tavera (415) 864-4376 
Coaltlon on AIDS, Dr. Afnlm. 
Housten-Hamilton, (415) 931-
Coalition for AJDS!SIDA 
655-2243 
Editorial Board: 
Paul Albert, Katherine Franke, 
Harold Jackson, Mark Vermeulen 
7 
"" Al 211 Gough Street, 3rd 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Firm-----------
Address----------
Telephone---------
Send me The Exchange ($10) 
-- Practice Manual ($10) 
am interested in participating in 
the Network. Please send me details. 
is a contribution for your 
work: 
Make checks payable to: NLG AIDS 
Network. Thank you. 
National Guild 
AIDS 
211 Gough Street, 3rd Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
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The Exchange 1s published b1monthly 
by the National Lawyers GUild AIDS Net-
work. The NLG is an organization of over 
8.000 members of the legal community 1n 
120 chapters nationwide. It has a fifty year 
history of defense of civil rights and ad-
vocacy for progressive social and political 
change. The purpose of the NLG AIDS 
Network is to encourage members the 
legal community to represent with 
AIDS and related conditions. to take part 1n 
advocacy and public education about the 
law and AIDS. and to assist local AIDS or-
ganizations. 
The Exchange is part of our educational 
support program, which also includes pub-
lication of a Practice Manual (with forms) 
and a list of consultants. A one year sub-
scription to The Exchange is $1 0 ($5 low in-
come) and the Practice Manual is available 
for $1 o. Please use this form to order 
materials or obtain further information. 
Honorable Diane Watson 
Member of the Senate 
State tol 
Dear Senator Watson: 
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AVE #225 
95616 
June 16, 1987 
The as now is geared toward Gay interests. This is 
all for Gays because they are doing what groups are supposed to do -
that is look out for themselves. It is just that Blacks should begin a 
serious to evaluate their own needs and the adequacy of the AIDS 
program in meeting these needs. 
Therefore it is that a national summit of Black leaders be 
convened to gather and'excharige information, determine issues and set 
priorities AIDS in the community. To initiate the 
discussion I have articulated in the materials attached the factors and 
concerns that the AIDS problem for Blacks from that of Whites. 
While not on AIDS I do choose to make this effort and input based 
on my background, observations, experience and education regarding Black 
life. the course of my life I have lived in the inner cities of 
Newark, N.J., Washington, D.C., San Francisco and in the housing projects 
of I moved to Davis, CA as a divorcee with two children and 
attended the of California at Davis under the E.O.P. program. 
I with a degree I designed, an interdisciplinary study 
of The American Family. I was a campus and community activist and resource 
person on concerns of Blacks minorities and the poor. I now work for the 
Board of Behavioral Science Examiners of the Department of Consumer Affairs 
as , Family, Child Counselor Evaluator. 
attached 
S ncerle , 
Tansey Thomas 
.. 
(916) 758-3076: home 
limited list of persons and organizations 
are directed. Limited, bu~ hopefully enough to 
their concern, energy and resources. Some of these 
with. 
that if a person believes that something must be 
person to it done. I am giving it a try. 
(916) 324-1705: office 
1;1o ;il t\bc:r 'Lhv, 
B k Wome ' 
Tony Brown 
Journal 
Assemblyman Willie Brown 
er rJf the House 
Ebunv 
C:h 
orn1a St:1te 
., 
slature 
~,Jr the 
Peo e 
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Esther Nelson, President 
NAACP Sacramento Branch~ 
Sacramento 
Lynn Norment 
Senior Staff Editor 
New York 
Dr. Robert Staples, Sociologist 
University of California Medical 
Center 
San Francisco 
Susan l. lor 
Editor-in-Chief 
Essence Magazine 
New York 
:1axine Water 
Californla State slature 
Sacramento 
Diane \~atson 
California State Legi 
Sacramenc; 
ture 
AND THE 
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A NATIONWIDE BATTLE PLAN AGAINST 
program as now conducted is not 
As a recent Ebony article 
to educate gay people proved ineffective 
when Black communities. This is because it is from a prospectus 
that is White, middleclass and gay which reflects their efforts to protect 
their and serve their interests. Thus, the program effectiveness 
is limited not for minorities and the poor, but also for mainstream 
that it is obvious that there is a significant AIDS problem 
must see to it that the AIDS 
AIDS prevention and treatment needs 
To combat AIDS among Blacks, it is important to understand the factors that 
the AIDS among fro~ those of Whites. 
1. by Lynn Norment in the April 1987 
Herre: 
discusses the spread of AIDS 
high number of Black men who are 
as heterosexual are in fact bisexual.n This statement reflects 
the class distinctions involved in the determination of who is a homosexual 
or bisexual. However, the middleclass assumes that theirs is the correct 
and that those whose ideas differ are simply ignorant and need 
It should occur to professionals to ask interview 
of labels definitions and various terms to that 
class, poor and street Blacks, 
and bisexuality. To 
is during anal and 
the so-called woman's role 
their sexual orientation 
desire and prefer males. 
he is not considered gay 
contact with other males. 
is 
If a 
or 
Such a 
dominant or super male and "using" weaker 
is entitled. At best the sexual contact 
lease and at worse a sexual assault 
male. Therefore, it is difficult to 
perceive bisexual vicious street types and gang members 
who jus~ as soon rape male as a female . 
.. 
Office: (916) 32~-1705 
Promi 
terms 
and over used .. 
If 
"used" or had sexual contact with 
to say 
activities 
Other activities 
lood transfusions 
se;~ revolution 
widdleclass males 
illack males 
lance the lack 
around 
-1~4-
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3. Stigmatization Process: At thisipoint it is useful to observe the effect 
of race, sex and class bias in this country .onf the AIDS problem in 
comparison with the teenage pregnancy problem. Both hav~"~o do with the 
consequences of sexual and prosmiscuous behavior of young people. Gay 
males get AIDS and Black girls get pregnant. The males are perceived as 
White and middleclass and the girls are of course Black and poor. In the 
case of teenage pregnancy, the whole Black community is at fault beginning 
with the breakdown of the family, the failure of the churches and the Black 
leadership. With AIDS it is nobody's fault and everybody's disease. We 
are told that no moral judgement should be made especially by churches and 
the solution is compassion and money for research. Black girls however 
need to be taught morals and forced to work. 
Bias is also present in the presentation of statistics in the media. Rather 
than using rates and percentages alone, it is more useful that absolute 
numbers be presented. For example, as of April 1987, the Center for Disease 
Control stated that the number of diagnosed cases (during the ~t six 
years), all races, men, women and children is 33,997. Of this number 
25 percent are Black according to Ebony Magazine. 
All Black 
33 997 8,500 (25%) 
31,233 men 7,034 
2,295 women 1,179 (51%) 
479 children 289 (60%) 
A disproportionatenumber of Black AIDS victims is located in New York and 
and New Jersey due to heavy IV drug usage there. The other states with a 
significant AIDS problem are Florida and California with Texas corning up 
fast. 
4. In the inner city those in what is called The Life, on the streets, tend 
to party together - heterosexuals, homosexuals, bisexuals, prostitutes, 
pimps and others. There is not the kind of social separation that 
exists in the white community for there is a distinct live and let live 
attitude. Blacks in this lifestyle have no need for the categories and 
labels that are so important to Whites. When someone chooses to make an 
issue of it, the effect is to polarize the community. 
This attitude of partying together which includes doing drugs will be a 
problem for the prevention of AIDS in halting the sharing of needles 
among these categories. 
5. Church Participation. There is a virtual war going on between the Gays 
and the fundamentalist chures in the White community th extent of which is 
unknown to their Black counterparts. It is important that their war not be 
carried over to the Black community because cooperation is needed from the 
pastors of the churches known as sanctified, holiness and pentacostal in 
the Black community. These churches have among their inner city membership 
the familes and friends of those most at risk to contract AIDS. 
s 
) . 
may be 
resources medical research 
care and needs of those 
it are mean-spirited, 
Africa they make it 
the blame to 
used. This AIDS 
that 70 of 
not Africa and that 
risk 
is a major concern 
anger that the sex lives 
Also there is little 
condoms to 
we are 
threatens 
get. it because 
, their 
awav from 
disease of homosexual 
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of the whole 
testing is that 
for hl :-is 
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v Black Agenda: When a summit of Black leaders is call to review the AIDS 
situation, the sources of and participants should include: 
Black health care professionals 
Black AIDS victims and their families 
Black Gay males and IV drug users 
African and Haitian care professionals 
scientists should provide a social, economic and political 
analysis of the implications for the Black community, male-female relations 
and Black family life the AIDS crisis may have. Also examined should be 
the prediction that cities will be bankrupted by the medical costs, insurance 
companies dumping high risk groups an what all this means to city dwelling 
Blacks. Perhaps, the Black leadership shou~d promote the formation of a 
coalition of Blacks, Gays, the elderly. and.th~ poor to press for national 
health care legislation such as that Sendtor Edward Kennedy have proposed 
in the past. 
In I must your attention that when and if the AIDS 
concentrat-;:;_.~, c.amps are established, main inhabitants will be Blacks. 
This is indeed a crisis. 
95814 
Dear Watson: 
2 
response your pijbUc hear1ng on 
"'AIDS -~!:be "1-ltlts."' 
ntll'.~1!'~~r of WIN) I' been 
ofttefaJ or the Baptist 
rA-,~~1\C!'Af~l~ a neuon-wJde broadcast ta the Black 
F~~~ ~ the 
l, var1ous afftl or~tzattons 
1 
preHmtnary a program whtch 
uotverslUe&, HSN ls currently wort<1ng 
on a related project funded· by the 
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BLACK TREATHENT APPLICATION THROUGH 
GROUP THERAPY and DISCUSSION 
aneaux V. Walakafra-Wills, Ph.D.,Ed.D. 
Research Psychologist 
There are 6 
application formats. Program 1 are 
process. 
therapy 
FORM"AT 
1. Be~ure coffee, punch and water is set-up for the 
group. 
2. Place the 
should s outs 
and the group leader 
group le. 
3. Have everyone s in; name/phone/address. 
4. Call group to , call for 3 minutes of 
individual/group ion using positive affirma-
tion. 
5. Lead a an affirmative prayer for 
1 present by name. 3 minutes 
6. Sing a B 
together. 
or a common Black Song 
7. Introduce all members of the group and ask why they 
8. 
are pre~ent. 
scuss Black s and Traditions and how they 
are affecting members of the Group, then ask one 
positive Black Value or Tradition that helps each 
member of the Group. 
9. Let each member of group tell what happen to 
10. 
11. 
12. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
him over the week or since the last meeting, then 
let him in a po itive happening to him. 
Discuss new issues, treatment applications, 
experiments, etc. 
Meditate again, 
meditat 
Talk about 
int 
lead the 
ive prayer. 
se programs and weekly food 
Talk about the church and how the church is working 
with them or ainst them, as individuals. 
Discuss what is hurting each member and how they can 
solve that hurt. 
Set posit goals next week for all members. 
Group Heditation and Closing Prayer 
Follow-up applications by Group Leader. 
Closing Message and events, etc. 
Date of next meeting set. 
Prayer holding each others hand in a circle using a white 
candle. 
P er a i 
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some deviations of the con-
-7-21 offered no side-affects. 
Black AIDS Affected Persons' 
0.00 a months' supply 
50.00 for a ~onths' 
immune sys-
a similar 
The 
tamin Traders, 
a 92626 at 714 
Beach at 213-439-
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AIDS PREVENTION FOR H.S. KIDS 
by Dr. D. V. W-Wills 
Psychologist 
In the past 16 months, 8 teenagf=-girls became 
pregnant and gave birth to babies who were infected 
with the AIDS virus. 6 of the 8, were Black teenage 
girls between the ages of 15 and 18, and three (3) 
were from Long Beach. 
Dr. Charles 0. Banning, H.D. of Hartin Luther 
King Hemorial Hospital, last week, presented a pro-
gram he designed to introduce AIDS Prevention stra-
tegies to Black junior senior high school stu-
dents through lectures, lms, st speakers, role 
playing workshops and sual demonstrations by AILS 
Affected Persons. 
Dr. Banning, said his new program approach is 
similar to the one Dr. ~.J-Wills designed in 1987, but 
differs in length of time and program content format. 
He said, the program is designed in a fun-playing 
type format for children and was created to make 
children aware of their sexual desires, sexual pre-
ferences, sexual precautions, AIDS prevention and how 
to not to spread the virus. Also, he said, the pro-
gram answers questions parents are affraid to ans\ver 
or do not know about, as well as, provides facts 
about AIDS. 
Dr. Charles Nays, H.D., a Black Inglewwod Phy-
s~c~an also designed a similar prevention pro-
gram based on the designed of Dr. James Mays, H.D. 
of Los Angeles for high school children in Inglewood. 
Dr. Hays, said such a program should be implemented 
in the Long Beach fied School District, before it 
is too late. He suggest, such a program should be 
introduced in Long Beach by June of this year. 
Dr. Mays advocates such a program for Black 
Junior and Senior High School Children, nationally 
and supports the Dr .. ~.Jalakafra-Wills call for manda-
tory AIDS testing of senior high school children. All 
three programs are three to four hours a week for six 
to eight weeks. Dr. Banning, feels Black children must 
learn about AIDS prevention early, because they become 
more ~exually mature and active earlier in their develop-
ment, than whites. 
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club sponsors Black Night, every Friday. Many Blacks go to 
the fema -dance bar, the Execucive Suite, on Wednesday Nights 
for Black Night Dancing Night or Newport Station in 
New Port Beach on night, says Cole. 
Cole says, most , if they socialize out, stay together 
or group themselves together at clubs. Aftenvards, most go out 
to eat in the late hours after clubbing, usually at Rock O's 
restruant, Details restaurant or the local Jack in Box 
on Atlantic Ave. d Thomas, a 54 year old Black Gay resident 
of Long Beach since 1974, said there are twu small private Black 
Social Groups that some long time Long Beach Gay residents and 
older acks attend, to get away from the younger gay groups, 
but you must be invited to join, he concluded. 
Mark Sultzer, a local Black Gay Activitist, says Black Gays 
in Long Beach are quiet, not very active in the Gay Community, 
not very organized as a group and are disoriented, as to their 
Blackness. He says, many Blacks socialize with whites and alien-
ate themselves from the main Black Straight Community in Long 
Beach, as 1:-vell as, the Black Gay Community. But, Cole says, chat: 
is not true, most Black Gays do not mix with White Gays and are 
alienated by our own B straight community and by the Wnite 
Gay Community, as well. Host White Gays do not associate or 
have relationships with Black Gays and so most of the time, most 
single Black Gays are out there by themselves, he said. 
i•Iost Gays are content living in Long Beach. They like the 
beach environment and enjoy the slower pace of life that Long 
Beach offers over Los Angeles, said Cole. 
The Straight Black Community could be more tolerant and 
acceptable of Black Gays, said Mark. We live in fear of being 
scorned and laughed at, as well as, alienated from our own people, 
from our own color, from our own neighborhoods and sometimes our 
own families, complained Mark. He also says, Black Gays must be-
come more active and sib in the City's Black Straight Community, 
there by forcing st Blacks to be more tolerant and accept-
able of Black Gay men women. 
Written by: 
Dr. Delpaneaux V. Walakafra-Wills 
Psychologist 
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i"lany blood transfusion people who acquired AIIJS through 
that process resent being grouped with gay AIDS Victims and 
becorae very bitter wLen treatment anC: therapy discussion dis-
cusses gay issues or s ity for which they are opposed 
to in values. 
t-'.iost non-gays with AIDS prefer to be segregated 
and isolated, if not ed from gay AIDS Affected People, 
espec ly in rap, or discussion groups. They find 
better s elves and the affects of AIDS on 
them, ing in a group of al drug users who are not gay or 
a group of all blood transfusion recipients, not gay. 
Dr. Walakafra-Wills and Dr.Killem observed, talked with 
and uated a total of 67 DS Affected Persons, of which 
2 were straight and AIDS through drug use, 6 were 
straight blood trmtsfusion recipients who got AIDS through that 
process, 6 AIDS victims did not say if they were gay or straight. 
remaining numbers were acknowledged gays with either ARC or 
AIDS. 7 were just informed they had the virus two to three days 
before t s observation and interview application. This evalua-
tive observational application is not empirical and it was not 
designed to be sole academic in methodology, but solely a look 
at how some AIIS ted Persons are feeling about themselves and 
ot fersons, reference to, values, bias, attitudes and 
personality likes and dislikes. 
Each group classification prefers to be segregated from each 
other in treatment, therapy and counseling sessions. All three 
groups; gays, drug users and blood recipients all preferred to 
be in their own groups with affected people like themselves, Hall 
Topple, an AIDS Patient through drug use. and an ex-football player. 
Dr. Harold Molds, ~·f.D. of UNO Hedical Center, finds this dis-
criminatory practice valuab to the psychological healing process 
for many non-gay AIDS Affected Persons. He also advocates, group 
scrimination and segregation bet~een minorities, whites and gay 
non AIDS Affected Individuals. He says, each group must learn 
to come to terms with their illment without using others as an excuse 
for their sickness. 
DS cted Persons discriminate between and against them-
se s as an escape mechanism and fear, says, Peter Holton, H.D. 
of Jo s ~niversity Medical Center. 
In conclusion, it appears until more research is conducted, 
ther y and counseling treatment should be group segregated and 
composed of members of same means of virus contact, sexual 
orientaL or blood trans ion recipients who are not gay. 

